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The Collegiate Plant Initiative is

a student-run organization that

started at the University of

Florida.  Starting with students

there, we began gathering data

to track young adults'

preferences on cut flowers and

ultimately expanded to two

other universities: Texas A&M

University and Penn State

University.

This data is useful to you, our

partners in the floral industry,

because it provides an exclusive

look into the minds of

tomorrow’s consumers.

Extrapolating our findings to the

broader market will show what

plants and colors are preferred

by the men and women of

Generation Z -- your future

customers.
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Background



Dr. Dave Clark has worked at the

University of Florida since 1995. As

a researcher and gardening

professor, he works with

undergraduate and graduate

students each year to overcome

plant blindness.

Plants, Gardening & You (PG&Y) is

a 1-credit introductory horticulture

class that exposes hundreds of

college students to plants each

semester. Students from every

college and year are represented

University of Florida's school colors

are white, orange and blue.
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University of
Florida



Dr. Charlie Hall, a floriculture

expert trained in economics, is

currently a professor and Ellison

Chair in International Floriculture

at Texas A&M University.  Having

taught there since 1988, he

specializes in horticultural

production and marketing. 

Sociohorticulture is a 3-credit class

that explores the multitude of ways

humans interact with horticulture

throughout life. Several hundred

upperclassmen enroll in class each

semester. 

Texas A&M University's school

colors are white and maroon.
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Texas A&M
University



Dr. Dennis Decoteau is a

researcher and Professor of

Horticulture and Plant

Ecosystem Health at Penn State

University. Dr. Decoteau is also

the Program Coordinator for

the Plant Science Major.

His class, Plants in the Human

Context, focuses on the ways in

which plants have shaped

human existence.

Approximately 50 students

enroll every semester. 

Penn State University's school

colors are white and blue.
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Penn State
University



FALL 2018
UNIVERSITY
FAVORITES



FIRST
OVERALL
WINNER
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University of  Florida:
N=325
34% Sunflowers

Texas A&M University:
N= 326
26% Sunflowers

Penn State University:
N= 44
39% Sunflowers

Yellow sunflowers were the #1 choice at
all three universities by a large margin.

It's no surprise to us that sunflowers are a
favorite at all three universities.

Turn to page 19 for more.
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Fall 2018
Assortment 2

University of  Florida:  N=318
35% White Hydrangea

Texas A&M University:  N=308
33% Light Pink Spray Roses

Pink roses proved to be a
favorite at Texas A&M, possibly
because they're similar to a mix
of the school colors, maroon and
white.

At UF, white hydrangeas were
chosen as one weekly favorite.
Well known in the U.S.,
hydrangeas are popularized for
wedding bouquets, gardening
and holiday decor.



Roses are arguably the most

well-known flower in the U.S.

Popularized for a multitude of

celebrations like Mothers' Day,

Valentine's Day and wedding

anniversaries, roses' connection

to love makes them a lucrative

and common cut flower sold in

stores nationwide. Because of

this, we decided to focus

specifically on what color

preference students had for

roses. Red proved favorite

overall, as expected, at both

Penn State and Texas A&M.

However, students at Texas

A&M tied red with purple as

well. This may be due to the

recent popularity of pastels in

fashion, or, since purple is an

uncommon rose color, it may

have stood out in comparison to

other regular, blood red petals.
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Fall 2018
Roses

Penn State University:  N=41
24% Red Roses

University of  Florida:  N=282
35% Purple Roses

Texas A&M University:  N=301
23% Purple Roses

Texas A&M University:  N=301
23% Red Roses



White alstroemeria were
preferred by Penn State and UF
students. However, Texas A&M
students preferred purple
alstroemeria. This, again,
seems to reflect students'
preference for colors that match
those of their football team.

Penn State and UF athletic
teams both feature white on
their uniforms, while Texas A&M
teams feature maroon.

Because colors are associated
with identity for college
students, it makes sense that
flower preference would be
affected accordingly.
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Fall 2018
Alstroemeria

Penn State University:  N=41
29% White Alstroemeria

University of  Florida:  N=312
31% White Alstroemeria

Texas A&M University:  N=295
24% Purple Alstroemeria



School color influence continued

to be reflected throughout

surveys in the three universities.

Purple and white cut flowers

have garnered the most votes,

strongly reflecting the maroon

and white team colors for Texas

A&M.

Other, more subconscious

associations for purple and white

may also play a factor in their

popularity. The color white is

often associated with new

beginnings. Especially because

many of the students polled

were freshmen, they may have a

subconscious association to

white with their new lives at

college. Purple, on the other

hand, brings a pleasing

psychological balance between

the energy of red and the

calmness of blue.
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Fall 2018
Assortment 3

University of  Florida:  N=322
28% Cream Stock

Texas A&M University:  N=260
24% White Gypsophil ia

Texas A&M University:  N=260
24% Purple Aster



Mums are perennially popular

for their global significance.

Used in Chinese medicines

and symbolic of autumn, they

are associated with long life.

In Australia, mums are often

gifted for Mother’s Day, and

in the U.S., they’re the official

flower for the city of Chicago

and the month of November.

For college students, mums

are another hardy plant they

can grow on a windowsill in

their dorm rooms or on a

patio in their apartments.
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Fall 2018
Mums

Texas A&M University:  N=207
25% Pink Mums

University of  Florida:  N=295
21% Purple Mums



COLLEGE



STUDENTS 



 LOVE



FLOWERS!



SPRING 2019
UNIVERSITY
FAVORITES
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FIRST
OVERALL
WINNER

The contemporary trend towards sunflowers is

easily explained by current fashion and music

tastes. Yellow is in right now, according to New

York Fashion Week this spring. Pantone even

released a specific shade of yellow -- Pantone 13-

0850, Aspen Gold -- to highlight the runway.

Similarly, “Sunflower,” a song by Post-Malone and

Swae Lee, was released Oct. 18, 2018. The hit,

which was released to accompany a Spiderman

movie, rose to #1 on Billboard’s Hot 100 list and

stayed in the top 10 for 32 weeks. Of course, the

flower in question is riding high on its surge in

popularity for adolescents and young adults, as

shown by its top ranking at all three universities.

University of  Florida:
N=281
43% Sunflowers

Texas A&M University:
N= 332
32% Sunflowers

Penn State University:
N= 42
36% Sunflowers
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It is worth noting that these

three favorites combine into the

colors of the American flag.

A unique aspect of U.S. schools,

even at the collegiate level, is

that every classroom has a

national flag in it.  Accordingly, it

makes sense that students at UF,

Texas A&M and Penn State were

drawn to close hues of the same

colors: red, white and blue.

Psychologically, our minds like

symmetry and matching. While

this preference may be

subconscious, it clearly plays out

in reality and will affect future

purchases.
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Spring 2019
Assortment 1

University of  Florida:  N=277
29% White Hydrangea

Texas A&M University:  N=307
24% Blue Delphinium

Penn State University:  N=39
38% Red Freedom Roses



Mimicking the Fall 2018 results,

students at UF and Texas A&M

chose purple as their favorite

rose color while students at

Penn State still preferred the

staple red roses.

The only change for the 2019

Spring semester's results is that

Texas A&M students were not

split between red and purple but

instead gave purple a solid win.
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Spring 2019
Roses

Penn State University:  N=35
29% Red Roses

University of  Florida:  N=271
27% Purple Roses

Texas A&M University:  N=316
23% Purple Roses
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Spring 2019
Alstroemeria

University of  Florida:  N=275
25% White Alstroemeria

Penn State University:  N=39
41% White Alstroemeria

Texas A&M University:  N=292
26% Purple Alstroemeria

White alstroemeria, like in Fall

2018, were a favorite at the UF

and Penn State.

Texas A&M's favorite was purple

alstroemeria, as in Fall 2018 as

well.

Commonly known as Peruvian

lilies, these flowers can be found

for a low price at local

supermarkets. They're popular 

 in the overall market for their

two-week vase life and beautiful

lily-like appearance.



SECOND
OVERALL
WINNER

The bouquet containing pink, red and white

alstroemeria was a second overall favorite at all

three universities. 

While the sunflower outranked this bouquet at

UF and Texas A&M, Penn State students

preferred this bouquet to sunflowers by an

increase of five percentage points.

This goes against the standard of school colors'

influence, as Texas A&M has maroon and white,

not Penn State. Instead, this preference is

explained by their long vase and floral foam life.

University of  Florida:
N=274
35% Votes

Texas A&M University:
N= 277
26% Votes

Penn State University:
N= 34
41% Votes
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Spring 2019
Lilies

F E A T U R E S

Texas A&M University:  N=289
33% Pink Li ly

Penn State University:  N=37
32% Pink Li ly

University of  Florida:  N=287
30% Sunset Li ly

Orange lilies were a favorite at

the University of Florida,

drawing again on the influence of

school team colors for plant

preference.

Pink lilies, alternatively, were a

favorite at Texas A&M and Penn

State. While this color choice

does not reflect the influence of

school colors, it is explained by

the association between pink

and friendship. Whereas red

symbolizes romantic love, pink

flowers are a gift that can

brighten anyone's day.



Overall, men and women prefer purple,

orange and white flowers the most.

However, pink, red and yellow are also

safe color variations for bouquets.

Prior exposure to flowers and plants

also increased their likelihood of being

picked favorite. Having grown up with a

flower or plant attaches childhood

nostalgia to it, raising its preferability.

This is clear from sunflowers and lilies.

Familiarity also means students -- who

have limited incomes -- are more likely

to purchase the plant, as is clear from

mums and their popularity for Mother’s

Day. While the same is true for roses

and Valentine’s Day, there was no

strong-enough preference for a rose

color to classify it as an overall favorite.

Red and purple roses tied as the top two

preferred colors.
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Trends-
All Universities

Caution- 
For Representation

The students polled in these

experiments do not constitute a random

sample, but a convenience sample

instead. 

The University of Florida, Penn State

University and Texas A&M University

student populations are majority white

and mid- to upper- class as a whole, so

this data is reflective of that slice of

society and should not be applied to

specific minorities unless stated to.
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Trends-
Penn State University

Trends-
Texas A&M University

TAMU students greatly

preferred purple flowers to

other colors, choosing a purple

winner 50% of the time. Pink was

the second favorite color, being

chosen 30% of the time.

These color preferences were

stronger with bigger flowers like

lilies and roses.

Penn State students preferred

red flowers the most, closely

followed by white. Even in

bouquets, red and white proved

the favorite combination. Pink,

however, rounded out third

place for a variety of less-

common flowers, while red and

white were chosen for their

stereotypical regulars, like roses.

Trends-
University of Florida

UF students overwhelmingly preferred white flowers to other colors, as white

was chosen 50% of the time. Purple was the second favorite. picked 30% of the

time.

These preferences did not stand against the popularity of sunflowers, but they

did overtake the usual red rose. This is likely due to white being a UF sports team

color and purple being a novelty flower color, making both stand out to these

students in particular.
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All Fall 2018 Floral Experiments
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All Spring 2019 Floral Experiments



THANK YOU!



WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING
GROUPS WHO SUPPORT OUR MISSION:

TO SUPPORT OUR CAUSE, VISIT
COLLEGIATEPLANTINITIATIVE.ORG/DONATE



THANK YOU!


